FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nearsoft Ranks #1 in Best Companies to Work for 2017 and Best Places to Code
Survey based on anonymous poll of software professionals in Mexico by Software Guru
Highlights:




Nearsoft, an Indecomm company, takes top spot in Best Companies to Work for 2017 and
Best Places to Code
Anonymous survey by Software Guru shows outstanding opportunities for Nearsoft team
members
Nearsoft offers personal growth and leadership

Scottsdale, AZ – May 14, 2018 – Nearsoft, an Indecomm company, took the top spot on the
Best Companies to Work for 2017 and Best Places to Code list from Software Guru, a leading
media for software professionals in Latin America. Indecomm Global Services is a leading
provider of digital engineering and engagement services, including digital learning and content
services.
The Best Companies to Work for 2017 and Best Places to Code list was developed from
anonymous responses to Software Guru’s survey of Latin American software companies. The
survey was conducted in November 2017 and evaluated criteria such as level of intellectual
challenge, quality of colleagues, level of compensation, and encouragement of diversity.
“Seeing the dedication of our global teams at Indecomm is enormously satisfying,” said
Venu Raghavan, CEO, Indecomm Digital Services. “It’s truly inspiring to see their passion and
commitment in delivering superior software products for our clients. Our culture is very
employee-centric. We actively reward brilliance and social commitment. This approach has
generated a dynamic and growing customer base.”
Indecomm’s portfolio currently includes over 100+ leading technology companies and its
teams have delivered more than 1,000+ software products for our clients. Its software
professionals are developing leading edge innovative solutions in AI, IoT, Machine Learning,
Cloud, and Dev Ops, to name a few. Indecomm’s growth is non-linear and based on its unique
platforms and products.
“There is a clear and present trend of companies proactively planning and executing for
the digital future,” said Roberto Martinez, CEO, Nearsoft, an Indecomm company. “Our clients
rely on us to provide the technology driving their digital growth.”

The Nearsoft team in Mexico shares the same commitment, responsibilities, and values
as their partners around the globe. Its culture encourages Nearsoftians to be themselves and to
actively innovate. Each individual is on a path toward personal growth and leadership.

About Indecomm Digital Services, Inc.
Indecomm Digital Services, Inc. is an acknowledged leader in Digital Engineering and Digital
Learning services, providing Next-Generation software development solutions for Mobility, Big
Data and Analytics, Cloud, Machine Learning, UI/UX, IoT, and Test Automation. We specialize
in Data Governance, Digital Transformation and Disruptive Technologies, helping clients to
capitalize their potential efficiencies. Our singular focus is in providing high-tech, differentiated
services to leading technology firms. Having successfully developed and delivered over 1,000
software products, our in-house experts help 100+ marquee technology & product companies
use proven strategies, empowered by a comprehensive set of assets, diagnostic frameworks,
best practices, and development guidelines to gain time-to-market advantage and achieve
immediate ROI. Our proprietary AutomationNG, an advanced test automation suite, significantly
reduces the effort, time and cost required in building and maintaining test scripts, while our
Learning Specialists have a track record of incorporating innovation, agility, and simplicity of
instruction – helping global clients design and deploy award-winning learning and technology
solutions. For more information, visit http://dee.indecomm.net/.
About Nearsoft
Nearsoft, a member of the Indecomm Digital Services team, works exclusively with software
product companies. Nearsoft helps them grow their development teams with talented engineers
who are proactive in software product development. With offices in Hermosillo, Mexico City, and
Chihuahua, Nearsoft offers nearshoring, extensive resources, and specialized skills to our
clients. Our quality, productivity, and predictability are the drivers behind our strong track record
and not incidentally, provide a life enriching experience for our employees. Nearsoft has been
ranked as a Great Place to Work by the GPTW Institute since 2008. For more information, visit:
https://www.nearsoft.com.
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